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Marshall’s new paintings aim to transform the ordinary into the extraordinary

Vancouver, BC—Kardosh Projects, in association with Marion Scott Gallery, is pleased to announce an 

exhibition of new works by Vancouver painter Vicky Marshall. Opening September 10 and continuing 

through October 10, Vicky Marshall: New Works will present 8 new large canvases produced within the 

last two years. The solo exhibition, Marshall’s first in Vancouver in more than five years, will reveal a 

new phase in the evolution of Marshall’s practice. Perhaps best known for her expressionistic landscapes 

and images of urban street life, Marshall’s bold new series of works draws upon everyday objects as the 

starting point for her focused formal investigations. Also included in the exhibition is a series of related 

charcoal drawings similarly representing objects from daily life. An opening reception for the artist will 

be held in the gallery on Thursday, September 10, from 7 to 9 pm.

In her new paintings, Marshall’s attentiveness to the forms and textures of her everyday environment is 

combined with a more highly structured approach to pictorial form, resulting in images that are at once 

visceral and considered. “In past work, I have used everyday objects as a subject matter for walking a line 

between abstraction and representation,” said Marshall in a statement. “In my recent paintings, I am moving 

further away from narrative in choosing objects purely for how they allow me to define space.” 
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The works featured in this exhibition evolved from a well-known series of large-format paintings of bird’s nests 

that the artist completed five years ago. As with the earlier series, these newer works bristle with aggressive 

vigor and bold technique, the difference being that they depict man-made objects as opposed to those found 

in nature. The objects portrayed here include energy saving light bulbs on their sides, spools of string, a set 

of keys, and, in charcoal, a shiny chrome teakettle. Marshall’s attention to mundane items from modern life, 

and her transformation of their humble forms into subjects of large paintings, can be seen as belonging to the 

tradition of 1960s Pop art. Indeed, to make the ordinary seem extraordinary is one of Marshall’s key artistic 

objectives. But whereas Pop typically relies on realism to achieve its ends, Marshall’s textured and passionately 

gestural canvases drip and ooze with abstract expressionist energy and physicality.  

Many of the objects in Marshall’s paintings and drawings speak to the domestic world, reflecting a decidedly 

feminine sensibility—an aspect of her imagery that the artist freely acknowledges and accepts. Ultimately, 

however, Marshall sees the subject matter and its specific associations as secondary to her primary concern, 

which centres on the representation of forms in space. “It’s not what you paint, it’s how you paint it,” she 

states. Drawn to forms with unusual shapes and volumes, Marshall’s most exciting challenge, as she sees it, is to 

represent objects in abstract space. While the works in the current exhibition are in many cases more formally 

abstract than in the past, Marshall’s approach is consistent with her 30-year practice, which has always been 

concerned to celebrate and explore the tension between abstraction and representation. 

Born in 1952 in Sheffield, England, Vicky Marshall immigrated to Canada in 1966. Following her graduation 

from The Vancouver School of Art (now Emily Carr University of Art and Design) in 1978, Marshall rose 

to local and national prominence with her bold series of paintings based on scenes taken from Vancouver’s 

Downtown Eastside. Heralded as one of Vancouver’s most exciting new painters, in 1985 Marshall’s work was 

featured in The Young Romantics, the Vancouver Art Gallery’s influential show of neo-expressionistic work that 

also included the works of Attila Richard Lukacs, Graham Gillmore and others. In the mid-1980s, Marshall 

turned to the British Columbia interior for inspiration, producing a series of landscapes that celebrated the 

moody and powerful mountainous terrain. Long considered an artist in the expressionist tradition, Marshall’s 

work is characterized by energetic brushwork and a deep engagement with the visceral textures of paint. Her 

work is found in many important private and public collections across Canada. Marshall currently lives in 

Sechelt on British Columbia’s Sunshine Coast. 

Vicky Marshall: New Works is the artist’s first solo exhibition with Kardosh Projects.

High-resolution images are available on request. For media inquiries, please contact Robert Kardosh: 

604-685-1934 or robert@marionscottgallery.com
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Images (left to right): Black Rope (detail), 2015, oil on canvas, 66 x 54 in.; String (detail), 2015, oil on canvas, 66 x 56 in.;
Kettle (detail), charcoal on paper, 2009, 22 x 30 in.; Light Bulb (detail), 2014, oil on canvas, 56 x 66 in.



Vicky Marshall (b. 1962)
Bulb & Wire, 2014

oil on canvas, 66 x 54 in.


